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Organise your weblife with Gemsta.com! 
 

Organise and simultaneously search your favourite sites from the cloud with the clever new Find Wizard 

from http://www.gemsta.com .   

 

Are you one of the many internet users who often search for the same information across a number of your 

favourite sites? If the answer is YES, then Gemsta can offer you a platform to create a free centralised search 

location to access your frequently queried resources.  

 

Gemsta’s unique MultiSearch technology, which allows users to search multiple sites simultaneously, can be 

now be customised to help find anything quickly and easily from a personal choice of sites. Gemsta requires 

no specialist software and is accessible from anywhere online.  Up to 16 sites per zone can be organised into 

structured grids or funky frames with added colourful backgrounds.   

 

 

“It takes a matter of minutes to organise your weblife, simply register and complete a four step process 

using the Find Wizard,” explains Jonathan Franklin, managing director, Gemsta.com.  “You can choose from 

over 400 sites including search engines, shopping sites and social media sites.  Just select a frame, drag your 

chosen logos into the 16 space grid, choose a background, name your zone and you are away!” continues 

Jonathan. 

 

The Find Wizard is just one part of the newly structured FIND within Gemsta.com.  It joins comparison 

shopping, vouchers and deals, 3D shopping and wishlist – plus the comprehensive  

pre-organised shopping zones and 6 web search zones.  Once you’ve found FIND you’ll wonder how you ever 

got on without it!! 

 

http://find.gemsta.com/wizard
http://www.gemsta.com/
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Plus coming soon – the ability to SAVE anything you FIND on the web and organise it into personalised 

folders, then SHARE it with a chosen few or the whole world.   

 

Ends. 

For more press information please contact Clare Farquhar, Marketing and Communications Manager, 

Gemsta Ltd, 01905 362194, clare.farquhar AT gemsta.com. 

 
Keep updated!  Visit our blog http://www.gemsta.net, chat on twitter @gemstareef or join us on Facebook. 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.gemsta.net/

